SWIFT REBIRTH PRAYER FOR KYABJÉ DUNGSÉ THINLEY NORBU RINPOCHÉ

OM DRUB PAR GYUR CHIK
May this be accomplished!

DÖ MAI GON PO MI YI SHA TSHUK CHEN
The Original Protector in human flesh,

DRI MÉ Ö ZER SA ZHIN SI PAI GAR
Drimé Özer, who intentionally danced in this existence,

TER SAY DRI MÉ KHYEN PAI RANG ZUK NI
As Drimé, Stainless One, the son of the Terton, manifested his wisdom embodiment

THRIN LAY NOR BUR GYUR LA SOL WA DEB
As Thinley Norbu, to You we pray!

GON KHYÖ DRANG MÉ KAL PAI NGÖN ROL NAY
Protector, You have been primordially awakened countless eons ago,

TAK TEN ZHOM ZHIK DRAL WA YÉ SANG GYAY
Permanent, stable and free from destruction,

KYÉ JIK THRÖ PAI TSHEN MA MI NGA YANG
Although without elaborate characteristics such as birth or death,

RÉ ZHIK ZHI WAR ZIM PAI TSHUL TEN PAR
For a while revealing the manner of resting in quiescence,
In order to dispel the dimness of the great waves of the doctrine and sentient beings,

If we request You with intense yearning devotion,

From the expanse of the oceans' Enlightened Activity

We pray the Jewel of Your reincarnation will swiftly arrive!

Hence, at the request of this Lord's principal disciples, including Monasteries and communities in this location, I who hold the title of Dudjom, Sangyé Pema Shepa [Dudjom Yangsi Rinpoche], wrote this supplication in the Year of the Iron Rabbit on the tenth day of the eleventh month, in Yangleshö, Nepal. May there be virtue!

Translated by Light of Berotsana.

Holding the glory of the representative of Orgyen Padmasambhava,

Self-manifesting actual wisdom body of the Three Kayas,

Supreme refuge, may your wisdom mind never abandon us.

Again, show us the wisdom dance of your emanation body.
From the Great Protector's followers, the disciples of Kunzang Gatsal in New York in general and in particular, Ugyen Nambyal, Pema Chokyi, and Konchog Palden requesting with strong yearning devotion, the lineage son Garab wrote this. May all be accomplished virtuously.

OM SWASTI JIK MÉ TUL ZHUK DRUB PAI HE RU KA
May it be auspicious—Fearless Heruka of fully ripened yogic practice,

TSHÉ WANG RIK DZIN PEMAI DUNG TSHOB PA
Master of pure awareness with full power over life, heir of Padmasambhava,

THRIN LAY SANG DAK PA WŪ NŪ TOB CHHANG
Secret lord of enlightened activity, fully endowed with all capacities of a spiritual hero

GE LÉK NOR BŪ ROL GAR NYUR JYŌN SOL
To you, precious jewel of all that is most excellent and auspicious, I pray: may your magical emanation please swiftly take rebirth.

Thus, at the urgent request of Spiti Tulku, the supreme Jigmé Tendzin Dorjé, seeing that it seemed most important simply to modify the inspired enlightened speech of the holy sage of the past, I, Thubten Chökyi Gyamsto [H.E. Dzongsar Khyentsé Rinpoché], decided to do just that.